Bmw e30 convertible top

Please switch to a different browser e. Chrome , Firefox or Safari. Today, this iteration of the M3
E30 is a rare and sought-after classic. It came into being thanks to a particular Group A
motorsport regulation that meant that in order to homologate its M3 racing model for touring car
championship events, BMW M also had to build 5, units of a road-legal version. During the initial
development of the first M3 touring car, successful performances were the baseline that M
engineers had hoped to achieve. But they did even better than that, with successful
performances turning into championship wins in its very first season in competition. The
crowning achievement that year was the inaugural World Touring Car Championship title by
captured by Italian Roberto Ravaglia behind the wheel of an M3. The M3 dominated that series
from start to finish, and a motorsport legend was born. As a result, the 5, planned road-legal
versions were quickly sold and BMW M, realising it had a hit on its hands, quickly moved to
cater to demand. After all, the M3 E30 was the only DTM homologation model that was also
available in a convertible version. Only one feature was missing: the ability to feel fresh
mountain air rushing over you whilst cruising through the Alpine passes. The E30 engine, with
its wide, milled cylinder head, spark plug connectors arranged in line and M Power lettering on
decorative stripes, is testament to the BMW M engineers' attention to detail. On the other hand,
the water-cooled 4-cylinder in-line unit, with its compact design, valve light alloy head, two
overhead camshafts and a five-bearing crankshaft, bear witness to its proximity to motorsport.
And so it should â€” the 2. At the time â€” and compared to the competition â€” this was
outstanding performance for a four-seater convertible. At launch, the M3 E30 Convertible
produced hp yet weighed in at just kilograms. In , this was an impressive power-to-weight ratio
for four-seater convertibles, and it still guarantees incomparable driving pleasure today. First
gear is located on the lower left of its H gearstick, creating a performance advantage of having
shorter shifting distances between second and fifth gear. In addition to the M Technic leather
sports steering wheel, the driver is supported by M Sport seats with adjustable thigh support
and precisely fitting side bolsters, even when cornering at speed. First-time owners had a
choice of three interior colours: black, silver and natural, in fabric or leather. Those who opted
for the optional leather upholstery could also fine-tune the interior and have the door, side
panels and centre tunnel upholstered with fine Walk Nappa. Otherwise, it has the same
motorsport-inspired flourishes, especially the muscular wheel arches that clearly distinguish
the M3 Convertible from a regular BMW E This was a case of form following function â€” wider
wheels and a larger track width were the actual reasons for its striking wheel arches, rather than
just conveying a powerful appearance. The M engineers also reached deep into their bag of
tricks in other respects. Plastic mudguards, boot lids, spoilers and bumpers all contribute to the
low curb weight. This means that the most powerful production E30 convertible of all time is
also one of the rarest E30 vehicles ever. And as the first convertible from BMW M, it has taken
its place in history and become a sought-after classic. Your browser is not up to date and may
not be compatible with our website. M Power. M Power M Town. BMW Individual. M Performance
Parts. Driving Experience. M Town. Iconic â€” then and now. Jul Closely linked to motorsport.
Compact, powerful, sporty and extremely successful on the racetrack: the incredible story of
the first BMW M3. The countdown has started. Dream Team. How to Drift Vol. Part 3: Perfect
drifts on a course â€” we show you how to drive sideways in combination. In the mids, it
founded a class of its own and is still seen as the archetypal high-performance sedan today.
Behind the scenes. A behind-the-scenes look at The Drop, the new M Town film. Find out more.
Please configure layer messages. Please select your language:. Your BMW 3 Series convertible
may be looking a little old and in need of assistance by now, and we've got the perfect solution.
We make it easy and affordable to complete a BMW 3 Series convertible roof replacement by
adding a brand new BMW E30 convertible top in blue, brown, black or beige. You can also
access certain BMW 3 Series soft-top repair parts such as the convertible top tension straps,
sold in pairs. Features include factory-style spring coils, hand-rolled bindings, factory-style
listings, deck seams that are heat-sealed like original, sewn-in brushes in the rear quarters, and
more. Made from the highest quality canvas fabrics or vinyls from industry leading suppliers.
All of our BMW E30 convertible tops are fashioned from OEM original materials, offering you the
same high quality look and feel as the day you drove your car off the lot. Our goal is to provide
you with the best possible product and do it at a great price. Made in the U. Live Chat. Close
Menu. Find Auto Tops by. Canvas Cloth Tops Face Masks. Application: i, i, i, i, i and M3.
Whether you need a i Convertible Top, a i Converible Top, an M3 Convertible Top, or an E30
Convertible Top, we offer all the replacement convertible top parts, materials and colors you
need to make your BMW convertible like new and rule the road. BMW has a long history of
manufacturing quality automobiles worldwide. In the United States, their modern popularity can
be traced back to the oil crisis of the mids. The consumer market became interested in more
compact, efficient cars that delivered a powerful kick in addition to decent gas mileage. The

BMW convertible added even more bang for the buck! You can replace your Z3 convertible top
with factory original materials to make it catalog worthy again. Don't worry if you are working on
a budget because TopsOnline offers multiple materials that can save you money on your Z3
convertible top replacement and also offers a private label option that saves you hundreds
compared to national brands without inferior quality. This award-winning model has been in
continuous production from to The BMW E30 convertible top debuted as an option in the model
year, and proved to be a successful addition to the line. We offer a complete set of replacement
options for the E30 convertible top, with original German canvas and colors, and plenty of
aftermarket options for those BMW owners on a budget or just looking to change up the look of
their convertible. For general convertible top care and cleaning tips, please click here. For
helpful convertible top diagrams, please click here. Helpful Tips. Read More. The Honda S A
roadster that never really had a chance About the S's surprisingly lackluster popularity.
Distributor for:. Continue Shopping. If you are even more like me, you avoid driving on rainy
days since it tends to rain more inside the car than outside. This is, of course, thanks to a
convertible top littered with pinholes and barely sealed around the windows. Nothing is worse
than sitting in traffic with water pouring down your face, I can tell you from experience. So, I
stopped driving my vert almost altogether as a result. Well, procrastination be damned, I
decided to do something about it and replace the top myself. This is where I found there to be
almost no consistent information or a solid step-by-step DIY all in one place. So, I gathered
resources, asked damn-near everyone I knew who had attempted a top replacement and set to
work with the intention of bringing the E30 community an entire set of instructions. Get excited.
Now, some of this information will be universal. If you have a Z3, Z4, Miata, VW Cabrio, or any
number of compact verts, several key pieces of information you will have trouble finding, if you
can find them at all, are here in this guide. Here are the biggest things you need to know or need
to have in order to replace your convertible top. A set of trim tools â€” Schwaben Trim Tools
found here. Something to set on your trunk that can hold the rear of the top up off the deck i
used a Schwaben wheel jack stand. Frosty beverages seriously, take your time and have a
drink. There is more downtime where you just have to sit and watch glue dry than you will want
to watch while thirsty. I found a few original BMW repair guide videos buried on YouTube that
display almost everything you need to know, but a lot is left to your imagination. Watch these
videos before you begin and reference them alongside this guide throughout your project. I will
link them here:. Start with your top unfastened from the A-pillar mounts as if you were going to
lower the top. Place your drop cloths down over the interior. It will be helpful if you remove your
interior, though I did not. Learn from my mistakes. Take your front and rear seats out. You need
the room. Begin removing the seals. If you are doing this on a budget like me, you will reuse
these unless they are absolutely shot. There are a front seal, side seals, and a rear seal under
the window where it meets the deck when in its closed position. You will not be able to slide the
seals back in place if they are not perfectly clean. Both have Phillips head screws holding them
in place. With care, remove these screws. I suggest using PB here, as they may be corroded and
stuck in place. I had to use several screwdrivers of different sizes because my top has been
replaced and non-OEM screws were installed. I also used a rubber glove over the head of the
driver for a semi-stripped screw that worked well. Rubber bands also work to help remove
stripped Phillips heads screws by stretching the rubber band over the Phillips head driver and
pressing it into the screw head. The side rails can now be removed as well. In the video, it states
you need to remove all the rails along the top frame. For the rear side window seals, you will
need to remove the Phillips head screws as well as drill out three rivets on each side, inside the
rail itself. The PO of my car used rivets that were slightly too small and mine just fell out. With
the rails removed, you should now see where the top is glued to the frame. If your inner bow
wraps are still intact, remove them first. You may want to use some heat to loosen up the
adhesive. Mine were all but falling out. Next, remove the springs from the two cable tensioners
on each side of the top. You will want to twist them toward the interior of the car and then pull
them from the T-shaped hook on the frame. With the spring removed, pull the dust cover and
separate the spring from the cable. Slide the cable out from the front of the frame with the rail
attached and remove it from the car. Both sides should be exactly the same process. With the
bows free, begin at a front corner of the canvas top and start to peel it away from the frame. The
frame is not as rigid as you think and will only become less rigid as you remove the canvas.
Just work slowly and use heat as needed. Staring at the bare frame can be daunting. This is a
good time to break, as you should have roughly two or three hours invested at this point. Go
ahead and walk away from this. The next part will take tremendous patience and you will want to
be fresh mentally. Go get a beverage. Now that your canvas is removed, you can begin stripping
the old adhesive. Failure to remove the adhesive will result in your new top not staying glued
down. Use a coarse brush, plenty of adhesive stripper i used goof-off, and a towel. Soaking the

towel in stripper, thoroughly coat the bows, rear hoop, and front hoop of the frame where any
and all adhesive residue is. Then, soak your brush in more stripper. Use moderate force in
scrubbing all adhesive from the frame. It will take a while, just be patient and work in sections. I
took breaks after each bow. The whole process should take roughly an hour or two in order to
remove ALL adhesive. Be careful to not get any stripper on your interior, trim, or exterior paint.
This is why I suggest removing your seats and laying drop cloths over the entire car. After
removing all the old adhesive, you are now ready to place the top on the frame. Lay it across the
frame and position it so the two main seams are exactly in line with the notches on the front
crossbar where it meets the A-pillar and the alignment mark on the rear lines up with the center
line of the frame. If you are doing this alone, you may have a little trouble, but it can be done.
Make sure your alignment marks are still correct after doing so. With some thick towels placed
to protect the new canvas, use two locking vice grips to keep the front of the top securely in
place. Be VERY careful to not over tighten the clamps, as you can damage the canvas. The
towels will protect it, but only if you just use enough force to keep the top from moving around.
Hulk strength is not a benefit here. Position all the flaps you will be gluing down so they are free
and not stuck behind the frame. You will not want to get glue on the window as it will be a pain
to remove. Now, with the top straight and positioned where it will live forever, you can begin
gluing. I started at the rear and inched my way forward. Work slowly. Follow the instructions on
your choice adhesive to the letter. The Loctite requires you to spray it on heavily and then let it
sit for up to 10 minutes before you press the fabric together. Working from the middle outwards,
begin pressing the vinyl flaps against the frame to glue them in place. Use a trim tool to press
them together. It is difficult to describe, but as you work, you will see how the fabric wants to
conform. You need to press inward toward the car, basically from the top to the edge of the flap
where it ends. You will need to re-press, possibly use more adhesive, and maybe re-glue places
as you go along. Next, move to the front of the top and remove the locking clamps. You should
see how the top slides over each corner almost exactly like it did at the rear corners. Be
generous with the adhesive on the top and frame here as there is a lot of fabric to glue down
and it likes to peel away as it dries. You will need to re-press several times here and it may take
you an entire evening to get it set properly. Just take your time and work from the front inwards
as you press around all the nooks and crannies. Be prepared to make some notches in the
fabric to dodge around the set pins. Let the frame sit half open and dry in the front and rear.
Here, you can begin reinstalling your tension cables. You will be able to expand the gripper
fingers, feel the cable make contact, and then let them close. It easily grabs onto that hole
where the spring goes. I made the mistake of missing the hinge location and had to redo this
part. These were by far the hardest to glue in place. Pull the fabric tight and work from
outside-in to glue it down. It is kind of bowl-shaped on each spot where the rivets were so glue
one flat section at a time, not at once. With that, your top should be glued in place with the
exception of the inner bows, which we will save for later. Next, install the dust cover and spring.
Then, check the rivets on the top rail where the tensioner is connected up front. I went ahead
and replaced these rivets as mine were no longer holding the cable mount properly. Moving
back to where you just installed the tensioner springs, you will see the holes on the back side of
the difficult spot you glued that canvas earlier. With a pick, punch through those rivet holes and
threaded holes into the canvas. You should now see exactly how much material you need to cut
out in order to reinstall the rails there. With that material cut, you can install the acorn nuts and
supports as well as rivet the rails in place. They rivet in very easily. Slide the rear window seals
in, starting from the bottom and pushing upwards. I used silicone lubricant on the rails and
seals to make them slide in easily. You will want to both push and pull up at the same time, but
they will slide in cleanly if the rails are clean. Then, there should be two screws, one per side, to
secure the bottom plastic part of the seal under the rail against the top frame. Repeat the
process with the front driver and passenger window seals, starting from the middle of the car
and working forward. Now, return to the rear and install your rear seal seat. I used a pick to
create guide holes for the screws since there is fabric over the top of where the holes are. You
should find the center hole first, screw the rail in place, and then find the two farthest corner
holes. With those three secured, you should just be able to punch through each of the
remaining holes without any blind searching. I even went straight through most of them with
just the screws since it all lined up. Repeat this exact process with the front rail. I left the
handles in place since they had marks on them where the rail sat before, which allowed me to
very easily find the screw holes and line it up. The handles also held that rail in place so I could
use both hands to press in the screws through the fabric. Reinstall both the front and rear seals
with a trim tool. You should be able to press in one side of the seal by hand, then use the thin,
flat, plastic trim tool to poke the rest of the seal into its seat. Now, fasten the top completely
closed and get inside your vert. You can begin gluing the wraps around the bows in place. I

started in the rear location and worked forward, doing one flap at a time. I wrapped one side
around each bow, let them dry, and then did the second flap. I used almost a full can of
adhesive on just this part since it is fabric on fabric, not the fabric to frame, for some of this.
Lastly, using your seam sealer Sikaflex is the ONLY option I found that is both an adhesive and
a sealer fill in any gaps in your front and side seals, but not where there needs to be any
articulation or movement. Let dry for 24 hours in the half-closed position pictured.
Congratulations, you now have a completely replaced convertible top! Enjoy your drive, rain or
shine, in your refreshed E Previous Next. View Larger Image. Related Posts. Toggle Sliding Bar
Area. Factory style Piping sewn around the rear window. Cables sold as a set, buy one set per
car. You can re-use your existing side tension cables if they are in good shape. Just wanted to
say thanks for the great service. You guys are fast! I ordered a convertible boot for my Celica.
You were great to deal with. Thanks again. All the seams are Heat-Sealed. The plastic windows
are DOT rated heavy 40 gage thick vinyl. No sewing is required. Warranty Info: EZ ON brand
comes with 3-year warranty and includes 18 months labor allowance from purchase date.
Robbins brand comes with 5-year warranty and includes 18 months labor allowance from
purchase date. You can read detailed warranty information on our warranty page. Factory
material is the German Cloth. Click on any color swatch or picture below to see a bigger
version. Free shipping will be reflected as you proceed through Checkout. Free shipping only
applies to the DVD installation video, it does not apply to any other products. TopsOnline
always recommends using the services of a professional installer - they have the experience
and the
bmw x3 e83
2004 power stroke
motorcycle rectifier wiring diagram
know-how to install your convertible top the right way, without causing damage to your new
top, nor to your convertible top frame. This video is intended for experienced do-it-yourself
enthusiasts only. Remember that damage to a convertible top during installation will void the
warranty. If you are unsure about your ability to install a convertible top, use a professional
instead. Here is what TopsOnline customers are saying Helpful Tips. Here's how we answer that
question. Read More. About how to know if you need new side-tension cables when replacing
your convertible top. Distributor for:. Continue Shopping. Black Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Blue
Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Brown Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Tan Haartz Stayfast Cloth. Bordeaux Haartz
Stayfast Cloth. Black Haartz Twillfast Cloth. Blue Haartz Twillfast Cloth. Brown Haartz Twillfast
Cloth. Tan Haartz Twillfast Cloth. Black German Sonnenland Cloth. Blue German Sonnenland
Cloth. Brown German Sonnenland Cloth. Tan German Sonnenland Cloth.

